We discuss the role of contextuality within quantum fluctuation theorems, in the light of a recent no-go result by Perarnau et al. We show that any fluctuation theorem reproducing the two-pointmeasurement scheme for classical states either admits a notion of work quasi-probability or fails to describe protocols exhibiting contextuality. Conversely, we describe a protocol that smoothly interpolates between the two-point measurement work distribution for projective measurements and Allahverdyan's work quasi-probability for weak measurements, and show that the negativity of the latter is a direct signature of contextuality.
We discuss the role of contextuality within quantum fluctuation theorems, in the light of a recent no-go result by Perarnau et al. We show that any fluctuation theorem reproducing the two-pointmeasurement scheme for classical states either admits a notion of work quasi-probability or fails to describe protocols exhibiting contextuality. Conversely, we describe a protocol that smoothly interpolates between the two-point measurement work distribution for projective measurements and Allahverdyan's work quasi-probability for weak measurements, and show that the negativity of the latter is a direct signature of contextuality.
While quantum thermodynamics thrived in recent years [1, 2] , we still lack clear evidence that there are any thermodynamically relevant protocols whose results cannot, in a precise sense, be "simulated" classically. In this work we show that such protocols do indeed exist; the solution lies in a long-standing debate that surrounded the definition of work in so-called fluctuation theorems (FTs) .
FTs are one of the most important set of results in non-equilibrium thermodynamics [3] [4] [5] [6] . In their simplest form, a classical system initially prepared in a thermal state at temperature T is driven out of equilibrium. This is achieved by changing the parameters of the Hamiltonian from H(0) to H(τ ), according to a fixed protocol, while keeping the system isolated from the environment. Each repetition requires an amount of work w, corresponding to the realisations of a random variable W . Denote by Z H(t) the partition function of H(t) and by k Boltzmann's constant. The free energy difference between the equilibrium state with respect to the final Hamiltonian and the initial equilibrium state reads ∆F = −kT log Z H(τ ) /Z H(0) . Then the Jarzynski equality characterises work fluctuations in the protocol above [3] :
where · denotes averaging and β = (kT ) −1 . Through Jensen's inequality, Eq. (1) can be seen as a generalisation of the standard thermodynamic inequality W ≥ ∆F . However, it also encodes information about fluctuations, e.g. the probability that W > ∆F + x is bounded by e −βx . Eq. (1) and related equalities provide refined statements of the second law of thermodynamics beyond averages, are valid at the microscopic scale far from the thermodynamic limit, recover results from linear response theory and give a way to measure the free energy from non-equilibrium measurements of work [7] .
Much effort has been devoted to finding analogous results characterising work fluctuations of quantum processes and in the presence of quantum coherence [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . One of the main challenges is the definition of work for quantum systems (see [18] and references therein). Work in closed systems is defined, in classical physics, as the energy difference between the initial and final phase space point, while in the quantum setting the conventional approach adopts the two-point-measurement (TPM) scheme [19] . The idea is to define work as the energy difference between the outcomes of two projective measurements of energy, performed at the beginning and at the end of the protocol.
Whilst the TPM definition of work has become standard [6] , various authors claimed the approach has some important limitations [8] . Firstly, some observed that, projective measurements being invasive, the average work according to this definition does not in general coincide with the average energy change if no measurement is performed [11, 12, 17] . Secondly, others pointed to the fact that quantum coherence and entanglement are destroyed by the TPM scheme at the start of the protocol [12, 14, 20, 21] .
Concerning the first of the two issues raised, a recent no-go result has shown that it is a universal feature, proving that within quantum theory no FT can simultaneously reproduce the TPM scheme for classical states and respect the identification of average work with average energy change [16] . However, it is unclear if this identification is indeed a property we should impose on quantum FTs. Regarding the second issue, one can argue that the evolution described by H(t) generates quantum coherence again and, in fact, interference effects do appear in the TPM work distribution when compared to the classical limit [18] . Hence, what are the fundamental limitations, if any, of current FTs?
There is a caveat in the no-go theorem of Ref. [16] , in that it can be circumvented at the price of extending the work distributions to quasi-probabilities [11, 12, 17, 20] . The occurrence of negative values in such distributions has been considered a limitation by some authors [11, 22] , while others claimed they signal quantum effects [12, 17] , since they can be related to the violation of the LeggettGarg inequality [23, 24] . A second natural question is then: to what extent quasi-probabilities are a necessary ingredient to capture quantum effects in FTs and what exactly can we infer from observing their negativity?
Here we contribute to these issues by showing that 1. Any FT that reproduces the two-point measurement scheme for classical states is either based on work quasi-probabilities or admits a non-contextual description. In other words, restricting to work probabilities prevents us from probing stronger forms of non-classicality.
2. Conversely, in a generalisation of the TPM scheme we show that the appearance of negativity in a work quasi-probability signals the onset of contextuality.
A. Setting the scene: A no-go result for fluctuation theorems
A system prepared in a state ρ undergoes a unitary evolution U between time 0 and τ , induced by a timedependent Hamiltonian H(t). By comparison to the classical case, one wishes to define a distribution p(w|P) giving the probability that the protocol P requires an amount of work w to be realised. Classically, w can be defined as the internal energy change of the system. Quantum mechanically, however, the mere act of probing the initial state ρ will induce a disturbance ρ → σ. We will then consider a general protocol P schematically described as
where U = T exp −i τ 0 dtH(t) and T is the timeordering operator. To fix the notation,
The standard framework extracts the work statistics from the TPM scheme, measuring H(0) at the beginning of the protocol and H(τ ) at the end [19] . Upon observing, respectively, outcomes i and j, one sets w = E j − E i . The random variable W defined in this way satisfies Eq. (1) [6] .
Note, however, that the first measurement can modify the subsequent statistics. This becomes evident looking at the problem in Heisenberg picture, where one can think of the TPM scheme as the sequential measurement of H(0) followed by A recent result formalised this clash into a no-go theorem [16] . Consider the definition: Definition 1. A protocol P is called a FT protocol if for initial states with no quantum coherence, i.e., ρ satisfying [ρ, H(0)] = 0, the results of the TPM scheme are recovered:
In other words, FT protocols are those that recover the TPM scheme at least in those situations in which the measurement does not introduce any disturbance to the evolution of the system. This is sufficient to reproduce Eq. (1) for thermal initial states and to match the expected definition of work in the classical limit (in the cases analysed in [18] ). Consider now the following assumptions:
1. (Work distribution) P measures a work probability distribution p(w|P) convex under mixtures of protocols. More precisely, let q ∈ [0, 1] and P i be protocols only differing by the initial preparation ρ i . One requires that if
2. (Average work) The average measured work should reproduce the average energy change induced by the unitary process on the initial state
Assumption 1 includes the natural demand that, upon conditioning the choice of the protocol on a coin toss, the measured fluctuations are simply the convex combination of those observed in the individual protocols. Assumption 2 is based on the identification of average work with average energy change in closed systems. The main result of Ref. [16] is that no FT protocol can satisfy both 1 and 2 when the system has no matching gaps, i.e.,
B. Genuinely non-classical effects
While the result of Ref. [16] was phrased mainly as an incompatibility between the requirement that P is a FT protocol and assumption 2, we note that assumption 1 contains the often implicit condition that a work distribution exists. Since work involves two generally noncommuting observables H(0) and U † H(τ )U , restrictions arise from the lack of a joint probability distribution for them.
The above point can be sharpened as follows. Broadly speaking, we want to make a distinction between a phenomenon that is essentially classical in nature from one that is irreducibly quantum-mechanical [25] . We may think in terms of a challenge involving two parties, Alice and Bob. Alice sets up a quantum experiment, specifying the quantum systems involved, their interactions and the measurements performed, and tells Bob about this. Bob then prepares a box, in which he devises some classical mechanism that tries to reproduce the same statistics of Alice's experiment. If -despite Bob's best efforts -Alice can always find discrepancies between the statistics produced by Bob and her quantum experiment, we call the quantum phenomenon involved genuinely non-classical.
The idea of classical mechanism is encapsulated in the notion of hidden variable model or ontological model. At the operational level, consider a set of instructions defining preparations procedures P and measurement procedures M with outcomes k; Alice observes k with probability p(k|P, M ). Bob's classical mechanism reproduces this statistics using a set of states λ that are, in general, randomly sampled from a set Λ according to a probability distribution p(λ|P ) every time the preparation P is performed. For example, Λ may be the phase space of the classical mechanism, but we are not limited to that. Moreover, Bob's mechanism can include a measurement device M that takes in the physical state λ and outputs an outcome k with probability p(k|λ, M ). Bob wins the challenge if he can reproduce the statistics p(k|P, M ) as an average over the unobserved states of the classical mechanism [26, 27] :
For a mechanism to be classical it should operate in a non-contextual way. Specifically, the mechanism is called preparation non-contextual if p(λ|P ) is a function of the quantum state alone, i.e. p(λ|P ) ≡ p(λ|ρ); for example, Bob's mechanism cannot distinguish different ensembles associated to the same ρ. Furthermore, the mechanism is called measurement non-contextual if p(k|λ, M ) depends only on the POVM element M k associated to the corresponding outcome of the measurement M , i.e. p(k|λ, M ) ≡ p(k|λ, M k ) [26, 28] . If a mechanism is both preparation and measurement non-contextual, it is called universally non-contextual. See Supplemental Material A for the relation to Kochen-Specker contextuality [29] .
It is a question of fundamental as well as practical importance to know if FT protocols can uncover genuinely non-classical phenomena. Here we make this precise by showing: Theorem 1. Assume the FT protocol P satisfies assumption 1.
Then there exists a universally noncontextual ontological model for every preparation ρ and measurement of p(w|P).
Theorem 1 says that in any FT protocol we either (a) Lift the assumption that the work distribution should be a probability (assumption 1).
(b) Only probe quantum effects admitting a classical non-contextual model.
C. Existence of a work distribution forces non-contextuality
Let us prove Theorem 1. From now on, we focus on the case in which for every w there exists a unique couple of indexes i, j such that E j − E i = w. Let P and M denote the preparation and measurement procedures involved in the FT protocol P. As shown in Ref. [16] , assumption 1 can be reformulated as follows: there exists a POVM M (P) = {M w (P)}, such that
with M w (P) being a function of H(0), U and H(τ ), but not of ρ.
We want to derive the existence of a non-contextual model reproducing the observed work statistics p(w|P), i.e., from Eq. (3),
This, in fact, arises as a simple consequence of the main results of Ref. [16] . There it is shown that assumption 1 enforces on the FT protocol M w (P) = M tpm w (P), where M tpm w (P) is the two-point-measurement POVM [30] , M tpm w (P) = | j |U |i | 2 |i i|. Λ can then be taken to be a space labelling energies and for all H(0), U and H(τ ),
Substituting Eqs. (6) in Eq. (5), and using Eq. (4) we get the claimed result.
As it is known, there are prepare and measure experiments that cannot be reproduced by a non-contextual mechanism [26, 31] . While Bob can in principle emulate core aspects of many quantum phenomena with a classical mechanism [32] [33] [34] , contextuality is beyond his reach. Theorem 1 says that any FT protocol satisfying assumption 1 will not allow the correspondent experiments to manifest genuine non-classicality, i.e. it will restricts us to probing a "fragment" of quantum theory [25, 35] that admits a classical representation [31] .
Some clarifications are now in order. First, when there is no POVM satisfying Eq. (4) (i.e., assumption 1 is lifted), we study if non-contextual ontological models exist for the scheme collecting the statistics through which p(w|P) is reconstructed. Lifting assumption 1 expands the set of FT protocols P beyond the TPM POVM; but this is distinct from proving that any of the reconstruction protocols lacks a non-contextual mechanism.
Second, Ref. [36] highlighted that the absence of nonnegative quasi-probability representations for a given protocol and contextuality are the same concept. However, one should be careful not to identify the negativity of p(w|P), reconstructed from a set of preparations and measurements in P, with the negativity of every quasi-probability representations of such preparations and measurements (p(w|P) is not a representation, see Supplemental Material C). It is a non-trivial task to define FT protocols in which negativity of a work quasiprobability can be provably associated to contextuality. This is what we will do in the rest of this work.
D. Negativity of the work distribution implies contextuality
Since we are interested in FT protocols able to witness genuinely non-classical features, due to Theorem 1 we investigate here the possibility of lifting assumption 1. This means that p(w|P) is a quasi-probability, exhibiting negativity (as in Ref. [11] ) or lacking convexity (as in Ref. [37] ). Here we investigate the former possibility.
Firstly, let us describe a family of protocols that smoothly interpolates between the TPM protocol, estimating p tpm (w|P), and a protocol probing the recent work quasi-probability introduced by Allahverdyan in Ref. [11] , denoted by p weak (w|P). While the former is obtained in the strong (projective) measurement limit, the latter is achieved through a weak measurement [38, 39] . Secondly, we will show that the negativity of p weak (w|P) directly signals contextuality of the weak measurement protocol.
Consider the following one-parameter family of protocols, parametrized by s ∈ R, involving these steps: 1 1. A measurement device or "pointer", represented by a one-dimensional quantum system with canonical observables X and P , is prepared in a Gaussian state with spread s:
The system is prepared in state ρ, initially uncorrelated from the device.
2. The device is coupled to the system through the interaction Hamiltonian H int = g(t)E i ⊗P over a time interval [−t M , 0] (recall E i = |i i|). We can choose units such that g = 0 −t M dtg(t) = 1. After the interaction, a projective measurement {|x x|} on the device induces a corresponding POVM {M s x } x∈R on the system. In the limit s → ∞, this is called a weak measurement of E i .
3. At t = 0, the system is evolved according to U , the driving unitary of Eq. (2) (we neglect the free evolution of the system during the measurement).
4. Finally, at t = τ , a projective measurement of H(τ ) is performed on the system and outcome j is postselected.
Denote by q j the probability of observing outcome j in the final measurement. Moreover, let X j be the expectation value of the shift in the pointer upon postselecting outcome j. There are two important limits (see Supplemental Material B):
1 For related schemes, see Refs. [20, 22, 40] and references therein.
In
2. In the weak measurement limit, s → ∞,
Here we defined Π j = U † |j j | U and p weak (w|P) corresponds to the work quasi-distribution recently introduced by Allahverdyan [11] :
We see that both p tpm (w|P) and p weak (w|P) are obtained within the same general class of protocols. p weak is known as the Margenau-Hill distribution [41] . The weak measurement protocol so defined is a FT protocol and we notice in passing that it satisfies assumption 2. Furthermore, it gives rise to a FT [11] :
where Υ = Re Tr U † γ(τ )U γ(0) −1 ρ and γ(t) = e −βH(t) /Tr e −βH(t) . If ρ = γ(0), we have Υ = 1 and the equality of Eq. (1) is recovered (for a full interpretation of Eq. (9), see Ref. [11] ).
While p weak can attain negative values, contrary to Ref. [11] we suggest this is not a limitation. Quite the opposite, due to Theorem 1 negativity is necessary to probe contextuality (p weak is convex in ρ). Remarkably, it is also sufficient. Recall that a classical mechanism is called outcome deterministic if projective measurements M give a deterministic response, i.e., p(k|λ, M ) ∈ {0, 1}. With reference to the protocols provided, we have: Theorem 2. Let ρ be a quantum state, E i and Π j projectors. If Re Tr (ρE i Π j ) < 0, for s large enough there is no measurement non-contextual ontological model for preparation ρ, measurement {M s x } x∈R and post-selection Π j that satisfies outcome determinism.
The complete proof is given in Supplemental Material D. The quantity Re Tr (ρE i Π j ) /Tr (ρΠ j ) is known as generalised weak value [42] and its negative values are called anomalous. Hence, the above theorem is an extension of the main result of Ref. [43] to mixed states. 2 The result implies that the observation of a generalised anomalous weak value provides a proof of contextuality of the FT protocol introduced above (note that U is included in Π j ).
We need to be more precise here, since the theorem involves the condition of outcome determinism. First note that this condition is indeed necessary to get any result: a measurement non-contextual (but not outcome deterministic) model exists for full quantum mechanics [26] , and hence for any FT protocol. Second, note that many authors include outcome determinism in the definition of contextuality. This is the case of Kochen and Specker theorem [29] . Third, the following corollary of Theorem 1 holds:
Corollary 3. Assume quantum mechanics holds. If Re Tr (ρE i Π j ) < 0, for s large enough there is no universally non-contextual model for preparation ρ, measurement {M s x } x∈R and post-selection Π j .
This corollary holds because some elementary operational conditions (obviously satisfied by the operational theory associated to quantum mechanics) are sufficient to prove outcome determinism from preparation noncontextuality, as detailed in Refs. [26, 28] .
A consequence of Theorem 4 is that in the presence of non-commutativity there is always a state able to witness contextuality in the FT protocol given above: for any i, j, with [E i , Π j ] = 0, there are quantum states ρ such that p weak (w|P) < 0 [11] . Conversely, necessarily one must have [ρ, E i ] = 0 and [ρ, Π j ] = 0 for some i, j to observe negative values of the work distribution.
E. Conclusions
In this paper we presented the first example of contextuality in a thermodynamic framework. The no-go result of Theorem 1 shows that FT protocols are unable to access contextuality, unless the notion of work distribution is extended to a work quasi-probability, lacking non-negativity or convexity. Conversely, from Theorem 4 we have seen that the negative values of a work quasiprobability (accessible through weak measurements) imply contextuality of a FT protocol that naturally generalises the TPM scheme.
Importantly, since non-contextual models exist reproducing phenomena such as quantum interference, complementarity and non-commutativity -among others [32, 33] -contextuality cannot be understood as a consequence of measurement disturbance and lack of knowledge of an underlying classical variable. Hence, the negativity of p weak is inherently non-classical (differentiating these protocols from TPM schemes). While a FT exists for p weak (Eq. (9)), it will be important to derive a direct thermodynamic interpretation of negativity.
This work also paves the way to an experimental verification of contextuality in a FT protocol, but more work needs to be done to make the present proposal robust to experimental imperfections [27, 47] .
Analogous questions are being investigated in the context of quantum computing [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , and this work suggests a path to finding quantum advantages in thermodynamics. Eventually we hope this will lead to the design of thermodynamic machines, such as engines, whose performance provably outperform classical counterparts, independently of the specific assumptions on the underlying model.
I. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL A. Ontological models and genuine non-classicality
The working definition we used of the notion of "genuinely non-classical" in the main text is "a phenomenon that cannot be reproduced within any non-contextual local ontological model". We now review a way in which these concepts can be formalised. See also Refs. [26-28, 31, 35, 53, 54] for extended discussions.
Operational theory
First of all, one has the statistics collected from experiments. Formally this defines an operational theory, a set of operational notions of preparation procedures P and measurement procedures M , together with a function
associating to each couple (P, M ) the statistics generated by the measurement M on the preparation P . k labels the outcomes of M . The operational theory is also provided with notions of convex combinations i q i P i and i q i M i , that correspond to choosing the preparation P i or the measurement M i from the outcome of a classical random variable distributed according to {q i }; moreover, a notion of coarse-graining of a measurement M is introduced. If K is the set of outcomes of M , we can partition K into sets K 1 ,..,K n , obtaining a new measurement M with outcomes K 1 ,...,K n . Operationally, M is realised by performing M and recording outcome j whenever k ∈ K j .
Ontological model
Secondly, one looks for what we called in the main text a "mechanism" reproducing the statistics. This has been formalised in the literature through the notion of ontological model [26, 35] , and much before that by the notion of hidden variable model [55] . Given an operational theory, an ontological model poses the existence of a set of physical states λ in some measure space Λ such that 1. For every preparation P there exists a probability p(λ|P ) over Λ. This models the fact that every time one follows the preparation procedure P , state λ is prepared with probability p(λ|P ).
2. For every measurement M there exists a probability p(k|λ, M ), with p(k|λ, M ) ∈ [0, 1] and k p(k|λ, M ) = 1 for every λ ∈ Λ. This models the response function of the measurement M , i.e. the probability that the measurement procedure M returns outcome k, given that the physical state is λ.
Finally, the ontological model is required to be compatible with the above notions of convex combinations and coarse-graining, i.e. [56] 
3. Non-locality and contextuality
The following discussion is based upon Refs. [26, 28] . One may be tempted to define non-classical any phenomenon that cannot be captured within any ontological model or "mechanism", but this idea needs to be sharpened. In fact, without further restrictions, any quantum statistics can be reproduced [26] . Consider the Beltrametti-Bugajski model, in which Λ is given by the set of projectors Ψ [57] . The model associates to the preparation of a pure state Ψ the delta function
Moreover, every POVM {M k } is associated to the response function
Using the convexity assumption, it is simple to show that this model reproduces the Born rule for every preparation and measurement. One then needs to specialise the notion of "classical mechanism" in the main text with some extra restrictions on the ontological model. We briefly summarise here locality and contextuality. Famously, in the case of two space-like separated measurements {M k } and {N j }, one wishes to make a locality assumption. This requires that, once λ is given, the response function should factorise, namely
Under the assumption that the measurements can be chosen independently of λ and of each other, the impossibility of any such local ontological model to reproduce the quantum predictions is called Bell non-locality [54] , a standard notion of non-classicality.
Non-contextuality, defined in Sec. B of the main text assuming the operational theory provided by quantum mechanics, can be viewed in much the same way. It is an elementary assumption, holding true in classical theory, that cannot be maintained in any ontological model reproducing the quantum predictions. The generalisation of the definitions given in the main text reads as follows. An ontological model is said to be universally non-contextual if any two operationally indistinguishable preparations (and measurements) are represented in the same way in the hidden variable theory 3 . Specifically, preparation non-contextuality is defined as follows:
A one-parameter family of protocols for the measurement of work in a system initially prepared in state ρ and undergoing a unitary evolution U . The protocols are characterised by the preparation of the pointer state Ψ, a Gaussian state with width s. The pointer interacts through Uint with the system and it is then projectively measured in the position basis, returning outcome x. The system, on the other hand, after interacting with the pointer evolves according to the driving unitary U and its final energy is projectively measured, returning outcome j. As we describe in detail, in the limit s → 0 one recovers the two-point measurement distribution, whereas for s → ∞ we obtain a weak measurement scheme.
for every M and k (P and P are operationally indistinguishable), then p(λ|P ) = p(λ|P ) for all λ (P and P are the same preparation in terms of λ's). Measurement non-contextuality is defined in the same way, inverting the roles of P and M : if p(k|P, M ) = p(k|P, M ) for every P and k (M and M are operationally indistinguishable), then p(k|λ, M ) = p(k|λ, M ) for all k, λ. The failure of any non-contextual ontological model to explain the observed statistics is termed contextuality [26] . We note in passing that the Beltrametti-Bugajski model could be ruled out as a classical mechanism on the grounds that it violates preparation non-contextuality. One can make a comparison with the locality assumption [26]:
1. We are given an operational notion of no-signalling: no experiment ever managed to signal faster than light.
2. The natural explanation of this fact is that the hidden variables themselves are not signalling.
Finally, we comment on the connection between the definitions of contextuality given in the main text and KochenSpecker contextuality. Consider the assumption of outcome determinism: sharp measurements M are associated to indicator functions, i.e., p(k|λ, M ) ∈ {0, 1} for all k and λ ∈ Λ. Under this assumption, a measurement non-contextual model is non-contextual in the sense of Kochen and Specker [27, 29] . In fact, take the operational theory to be given by quantum theory. Using the defining properties of ontological models one can show that measurement non-contextuality implies p(k|λ, M ) = p(k|λ, M k ), where M k is the POVM element associated to outcome k of measurement M [28] . If M is associated to a hermitian operator, M k is just an element of the basis of eigenvectors of M and, from outcome determinism, p(k|λ, M k ) ∈ {0, 1}. We could now consider the joint measurement of two commuting observables A and B or two commuting observables A and C. Then, given λ, the above reasoning shows that a {0, 1} assignment must be made for every projector of A, independently of the choice of the other elements of the basis, i.e. independently of the fact that A is measured jointly with B or with C (the "context"). This is, however, Kochen-Specker non-contextuality.
B. General protocol for strong and weak measurements of work
We discuss here in more detail the family of protocols described in the main text and the two limits s → 0 and s → ∞ (see Fig. 1 ). We focus on the case in which for every w there is a unique couple of indexes i and j such that
The initial state of system and measurement device is ρ ⊗ Ψ, where Ψ = |Ψ Ψ| and |Ψ is given by
The unitary interaction induced by H int , coupling system and pointer, reads
where E ⊥ i is the projector on the subspace orthogonal to E i = |i i|. Let us introduce the notation
The state of system and measurement device after the interaction is
We perform a projective measurement {|x x|} on the device. The next steps are the unitary driving U on the system, followed by an energy measurement with respect to the final Hamiltonian. The expectation value of the device position, upon postselecting outcome j in the final energy measurement, is denoted by X j . It reads
where |j = U † |j , σ j := j |U int ρ ⊗ ΨU † int |j and q j is the probability of observing outcome j in the final energy measurement. We have
The probability q j = Tr (σ j ) is given by q j = j |ρ 00 |j + j |ρ 11 |j + 2e
where for the second line we used j |ρ|j = j |ρ 00 |j + j |ρ 11 |j + 2 Re j |ρ 10 |j .
Moreover,
Tr (Xσ j ) = j |ρ 11 |j + e −1/(4s 2 ) Re j |ρ 10 |j .
From Eq. (17), one has the final expression
2 ) Re j |ρ 10 |j j |ρ|j − 2(1 − e −1/(4s 2 ) ) Re j |ρ 10 |j .
We can now study the two relevant limits of Eq. (18):
1. When s → 0, also called the strong measurement limit, one has
2. Consider now the limit s → ∞, also called the weak measurement limit. Using E i +Ẽ i = 1 and defining Π j = j j ,
The theoretical meaning of the quantity p weak (w|P) can also be understood from its connection to an inference procedure in the presence of non-commuting observables [58] . The quantity in Eq. (20) can also be identified with the real part of the (generalised) weak value of E i , with preselection ρ and post-selection Π j . For an introduction, see [38, 39, 45, 59] . A weak value is called anomalous when its value lies outside the spectrum of the observable. This can happen in two ways: either the weak value has non-zero imaginary component, or its real part lies outside the spectrum of the observable (or both). Here we focus on the real part of the weak value, because 1. The quasi-probability of work introduced by Allahverdyan in Ref. [11] is proportional to the real part of the weak value and 2. Proofs of contextuality rely on an anomaly in the real part (see Ref. [43, 60] ), while a non-zero imaginary part of the weak values can be reproduced within non-contextual models [46] . Hence, for our purposes we will follow Ref. [43] and call anomalous a weak value with anomalous real part. Since i Re Tr (ρE i Π j ) /Tr (ρΠ j ) = 1, it follows without loss of generality that if one of the E i is anomalous in its real part, there will be some E j such that the weak value has negative real part. For this reason we can focus on the question of what are the consequences of a negative value in p weak (w|P). 
The family of POVMs
We can then recognise that p s (x) := G 2 s (x) has median x = 0, from which we obtain condition 2a. To verify the other conditions, the following integrals will be useful:
Substituting Eq. (23) in the definition of S and using the integrals above one then has S s = EΠE +ẼΠẼ + e 
2
, we obtain condition 2b. Finally, for the last condition the following integrals will be useful (erfc denotes the complementary Gauss error function, i.e. erfc(s) = 1 − erf(s), where erf is the Gauss error function): 
